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End of 17-year suffering for Ladang Bangi
folk
Annabelle Lee
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After 17 years of struggle involving "gangsters", broken promises and
multiple trips to court, 24 families from the Ladang Bangi estate today
finally signed the Sales and Purchase Agreements (SPA) for their new
houses.

"We get a free house! Just now we went to look at it, it is beautiful," said
the estate's Ex-Workers Committee chairman C Krishnan at the SPA
signing ceremony in Kajang today.

Developer Trans Loyal Development Sdn Bhd will provide each family
with a 870 sq ft apartment unit, complete with cabinet and air
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conditioning units, for no cost, and pay a rental compensation of RM625
for any house they move in, until the units are completed in 2020.

The developer has also promised to provide land nearby their new place
to build a temple.

In return, the families will have to vacate the houses they are currently in
by Dec 13 this year, said Trans Loyal general manager Chia Yan Song
today, adding that the rental money will be disbursed beginning January
next year.
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3 years ago

It's sad that
estate workers
who were once
the economic
backbone of the
country are now
being treated
with contempt.
Some are even
denied
citizenship
despite being
born to second or
third generations
here.

Oscar Kilo

3 years ago

“So we had no
choice, we asked
our guys (to go
there). Maybe
there were a little
rough,” Chia
admitted.
**********
Maybe???
Maybe you hired
gangsters.
Maybe your
company is run
by gangsters.

Oscar Kilo
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PART 2/2 Maybe
it is high time the
Selangor
Government look
into this issue
and find a
permanent
solution to end
this kind of
poverty and
displacement of
the original
citizens of the
state.

HangTuahPJ

3 years ago

PART 1/2 You
can find
displaced estate
workers
everywhere and
new housing
estates coming
up with no
recompense for
estate workers.
After some time,
they will be
pushed out
altogether by
developers and
sometimes, racist
citizens and end
up in slums in the
city. And the
people coming
into the state of

HangTuahPJ
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Selangor from
other states
'suddenly' find
these people a
nuisance. Like as
if they dont
deserve to live
amongst them.
Fine examples
are Shah Alam,
sorry to sound
racist but which
has fast become
a 'Malay' area


